
 

Business Teambuilding  
 

Event Activities & Price Packages 
 

 
All of our activities are made bespoke to your group; we make tailored packages for you, 
with you, in advance to ensure a brilliant experience on the day. 
Run by qualified outdoor instructors, we are passionate about nature, the outdoors and 
having an adventure, and are all DBS-checked, First Aid & Safeguarding trained. 
We cater for large & small groups, so please do get in touch to see what we can offer your 
team. 
Bushcraft 
Escape to the wilds for an immersive bushcraft experience. Ideal as a therapeutic, fun activity for those who 
want to dip their toe into the world of bushcraft and learn some survival skills as a team. 

 Shelter – Erecting Shelters with tarps and learning useful knots. As wells as dens and structures. 
 Fire– No matches required. Learn how to make fire using primitive techniques from materials you 

can most likely find in the woods. 
 Tools – Learn to use bushcraft tools safely to craft pot hangers, pegs, and how to prep firewood. 

 

Campfire Cooking 
Once the fire is roaring, participants can enjoy a hands-on cooking class as they prep, slice, mix and cook 
their own lunch or dinner; cheesy tomato pasta, veggie chilli, or lentil curry (+ many more!) 
Sweet treats are a bit of a must too, such as damper bread, popcorn and hot chocolate. 
 

Geotagging  
Using a map, find the hidden tags at each location and solve each card’s puzzle, riddle, or challenge. 
 

Target Archery 
Targets up, take aim, release, bullseye! The simple and satisfying art of yesteryear, guaranteed to engross 
the group and add a helping of healthy competition through an array of team games and multiple target 
faces. Our instructors will ensure everybody has fun, hits the target and improves throughout the session. 
 
Archery Tag 
Combining the rules of paintball, dodgeball and traditional target archery to give an exhilarating, 
adrenaline-fuelled competition. Using foam-tipped arrows and masks take the chance to shoot, dodge and 
hide to win the game. Great fun, with lots of different games and methods of play possible 
 

Axe Throwing 
Channel your inner Viking, Apache or Ninja with our axe throwing sessions. Sure to get the heart racing, as 
you take to the target like a Viking to water. Also, despite its name and truly exhilarating, axe throwing is a 
skilled, low-risk activity conducted with a trained instructor with small hand axes used with children. 
 
Teamwork Challenges & Games 
Get the juices flowing and the group working together with some brilliant team challenges & games.  

 Rope Problem Solving – Teamwork is key to solving these tangled teasers.  
 Plank & Box Command Tasks – You’ll scratch your head, but when the penny drops ... 



 
 
 

 

 
 
 

 

Stand Up Paddle Boarding (£45pp) 
Take to the water in style on one of our 10ft SUPs; we’ll have you paddling standing in no time. 
We tailor our sessions specifically to your group’s aims, be that a lesson focussing on some SUP skills or 
paddling techniques, a few team games, or a gentle paddle in a serene spot. 
 
Kayaking (£45pp) 
Hit the water on our sit on top kayaks! A perfect intro to the water for first timers, or veteran paddlers. 
We focus on the group’s aims; be that an intro lesson focussing on specific paddling techniques, a gentle 
paddle in a serene spot, a journey or a fun session with a few team games. 
. 
Mountain Biking (£45pp) 
Take to the trails or tracks with one of our experienced Mountain Bike Leaders.  
With all kit and equipment provided we can offer this direct to you on school grounds or meet at one of 
several local locations perfect for exploring or using a track.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 

Pricing (Exclusive of VAT, if chargeable) 
 

 Silver Package with up to two activities, up to three hours - £375*   
 Gold Package with three activities, up to four hours - £495** 
 Platinum Package with four activities, up to five hours - £625** 

 
* An additional instructor will be required for groups over 12 at a rate of £100 
** An additional instructor will be required for groups over 12 at a rate of £150 

 
For very large groups, whole day sessions, or including Stand Up Paddleboarding, Kayaking 
or Mountain Biking with other activities, please get in touch for a bespoke quote. 

 
 

 
Contact Us Here: 

 
www.ecadventures.co.uk 

 
hello@ecadventures.co.uk 

 
07388 091459 

 
OR Scan here for our website  


